
First Do No Harm

	
 So here’s how the story goes:
Fulfilling an assigned duty for supervising the girls’ lunch, after taking a cue from two 

additional female teachers, I began to walk the girls through a short hallway and up a flight of 
stairs to the back exit.  Suddenly, without warning, a swarm of flailingly excited boys banged 
into the set of double doors above.  Aware that school policy expected these boys to enter our 
lunchroom only through a separated front lobby, I made my way up past the girls and warily 
opened one of the doors – anticipating an immediate assistance from any one of three adult male 
supervisors.  

None, however, was in sight.  
	
 “You guys know that you can’t come through this door,” I stated reactively as three of the 
boys forced their way into the stairwell entrance.
	
 Offering not the slightest hesitation, enthusiastically the aggressive trio pushed on by, 
happily continuing their raucous journey down the stairwell.  In a desperate, unthinking hurry to 
keep up with bigger buddies, as the smallest boy – a markedly thin child of perhaps ten or eleven 
– bounded gracelessly into the small space, inadvertently he knocked one of the girls into the 
wall.
	
 “Hey!” I called out loudly.
	
 Without losing pace, looking over his shoulder the boy shot me a cursory glance. “Suck 
my dick, bitch,” he suggested generously.  

And zipped on down the stairs.
	
 Well.

Okay; yes, it did take a few minutes to regroup; it did take a moment to get past the initial 
shock of this young man’s astonishing response.  Once I had recovered, however; once I 
managed to find my breath – I almost smiled.  Consider, if you will, the exceptional hubris 
involved when such an intimate edict comes out of the mouth of a four-foot-tall, pre-pubescent, 
barely-endowed-yet-unmistakably-proud little miscreant.  

To make a point, however?
How about we suspend our story; how about we simply stay right here. 
Let’s stay right here, and pretend, temporarily, that you are the principal.  As the 

administrator in charge, what is your take on this unquestionably inappropriate state of affairs; 
how, exactly, would you handle this outrageous – and surely insupportable – situation?

(By the way: yes, this is a trick question.)
Do you find yourself distracted from all other issues by a personally held indignation at 

the scandalous language coming out of this insolent child?  Disturbed by his disrespectful words, 
appalled by what he has said, are you absolutely sure that this child must now face immediate 
consequences?  Are you additionally upset that the other two young men (unruly, riotous children 
forcing their way down that stairwell to run heedlessly into others) refused, in their wild 
aggression, to show a necessary respect for school rules?  Shouldn’t boys like these learn that 
they can’t get away with such a flagrant disregard for the conventions of social order?

Or.   
Well; did you notice?  
Did you, by any chance (sadly, you’d find yourself standing there, almost completely 

alone, if you did) get past the noisy pandemonium; did you move beyond the immediate 



perception of an unacceptable bad student behavior to see, instead, a much more serious, much 
more cleverly hidden, and much, much more devastatingly harmful reality?  

Sure, you could, as reform-controlled building after reform-controlled building was 
electing to do in extra-busy days bent to the true compassion of a no-excuses accountability, 
inflexibly scapegoat these thoughtless little boys.  Boys of a certain, well, culturally-different 
background; boys who had been so clearly out of line; boys so unmistakably and belligerently 
disobedient.

In this case?
That’s exactly what happened.  
After all, these boys had so undeniably been – even to those who most loudly professed 

to be standing up and caring for them – simply three more problematically low-income, 
culturally-different troublemakers; troublemakers doing, in their notable act of aggression, what 
kids of, well, let’s call it their background, were theoretically known to do: making trouble.  
Complaining phone calls went out to homes; long hours of an after-school detention obligated 
the unmistakable addition of negative commentary to each student’s individualized school 
records.

And the littlest guy; the one with the truly grandiose interpersonal ideas?  
Was unceremoniously suspended.
Nothing, however?
Was done about the blatant lack of a hands-on adult supervision. 
That tediously dull, old-school, student-interactive adult involvement. 
That physically burdensome hands-on supervision which: 
Had it actually been in place?
Would not only have prevented the behavior, but, in extra-modern years when state after 

state was finding it convenient to adopt zero-tolerance disciplinary policies – policies which not 
only encouraged an ongoing negative-record building, but also a direct police-ticketing, even to 
the point of pulling shockingly young students out of their buildings in handcuffs – would have 
eliminated the need for accruing those harmfully negative, long-term-debilitating, bad-student-
case-building student records.*†

Surely it wasn’t surprising when, as our especially reform-imbued, test-score-
compassionate year progressed?  

All three of these notably important men continued to miss day upon day of a lunch 
supervision.  After all, as they labored to implement the endless procession of protocols now 
attached to our nation’s extra-charitable liability – well, being modern-day accountability 
personnel?  They couldn’t themselves be held accountable for the appalling behavior coming 
from so many of those offensively difficult students. 

All three of these undeniably important men had, you understand, been busy.  
	
 Innovatively fixing our school. 

Gosh.  
Didn’t I say that?

*Are you aware that in more than a few high schools the counselors and advisors must check a “pupil has 
disciplinary record” box whenever their students apply to a college?

†As, increasingly, non-traditional schools are given permission to review student records before a pupil selection 
and as, simultaneously, technology billionaires push to have student and teaching records slotted for perpetuity into 



administratively accessible databases, it might be a good time to think this through.  Think, for example, about the 
very little boy recently suspended for kissing a very little girl.  His parents had to get involved to have written labels 
of sexual harassment removed from his permanent school records.  (And, in days when we hear nonstop about the 
dangers of a governmentally collected data, why do we worry so much about the NSA, even as we so passively 
ignore the fact that our educational systems are now being empowered to not only gather, but subsequently publish 
and even sell, their one-sided/in-school records – starting as early as pre-school?)  


